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Hiqll Ichool Afllleft
Noontime Scene At College High School

The Wes tern State Colleg·e Training School .at Bowling Gree n h as developed an
i11te r esting noont ime progra m of activities. A n article ..:oncerning these ap(>ears in t his

issue of t he

ma~:"azine.
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The Sportsman's Creed
Of The

.•.

.~

Kentucky l-ligh School Athletic Association
THE PLAYER1. He lives clean and plays hard. He plays for the love of
the game.
2. He wins without boasting, h e loses without excuses,
and he never quits.
3. He res·pects officials and accepts their decisions without
question.
4. He never forgets that he represents his school.
THE COACH1.

2.
3.
4.

He inspires in his boys a love for the game and the
desire to win.
He teaches them that it is better to lose fairly than to
win unfairly.
He leads players and spect;:ttors to r espect officials by
setting them a good example.
He is the type of man he wants his boys to Le.

THE OFFICIAL1.
2.

3.
4.

He knows the rules.
He is fair and firm in all decisions. He calls them as he
sees them.
He treats players and coaches courteously and demands
the same treatment for himself.
He knows the game is for th e boys, and let s them have
the spotlight.

THE SPECTATOR1.
2.
3.

4.

He ne ver boos a player or officia l.
He appreciates a good play, no matter who makes it.
He knows the school gets the blame or the praise for his
conduct.
He recognizes the need fo r more sportsm en and fewe r
"sport::;."
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THE OLD PROBLEM SOLVED-THE NOON HOUR
By Bill Cook and Don McGuire
At Western State College Training School
the problem of a noon time program has
been answered and the results have been
more than satisfactory. The college training school, which is on the campus of Western, operates on the same J;chedule as the
college so that student teachers are able to
put an hour a day into their schedule for
teaching either elementary or high school
grades. Consequently, the noon hour is open
for activity. Three play areas have been given
to the elementary grades and grades 7-12
confine their noon program to the gym.
The students use fifteen or twenty minutes
of the noon hour for eating lunch and after
finishing they eagerly await the signal to
begin play. The problem of loafers in the
lunch hall, playing without supervision, or
leaving the school ground has been eliminated a great deal because of the program
that has been set up.
Here is how a typical noon hour runs.
Students are dismissed at 11:55. If some
of the pupils bring their lunches to school
they eat them on the bleachers in the gym.
Others prefer eating in the cafeteria. Those
who bring lunches must throw all waste into
the cans provided.
At 12:10 the students form a line in front
of the equipment room door and there they
wait five minutes till 12:15 in order to give
everyone a chance to •g et in line. At 12:15
the students are admitted into the room one
by one where they choose the particular
g.a me they would like to play. This "is operated
on a "first-come-first-served" basis. If all
the desired equipment has been taken, a system of "I've got winners" is used. Thirty or
thirty-five students can play at one time on
the gym floor.
The students begin their play without any
assistance from the student supervisors. The
games played are not of the endurance type
but are games of skill. Some of the games
provided are horse shoes, shuffle board,
tether ball, aerial tennis, ,badminton, checkers and other games which seem to keep the

pupils' time well occupied. The only gym
wearing apparel necessary for the children to
have during this period is gym shoes. Ordinary shoes prove to be slippery and dangerouts and at the same time the gym floor is
protected from scuff marks.
During the course of the year, tournaments are held in each of the activities and
any student may si'g n to play. The student
teacher draws up the brackets and schedule,
and when play starts he keeps score, referees,
and settles disputes which may arise.
The students realize the importance of
fundamentals and therefore strive to learn
them as best as they possible can. The games
which offer competition will prove to be of
great importance not only in physical but in
the future busines·s world as well.
Wrestling and "horse-play" are not allowed
in the gym, but no restriction is put on the
amount of noise that is made. The Ghildren
may whistle, yell, or scream as much as they
like because this is their one chance to "cut
loose."
At 12 :50' the supervisor blows his whistle
and immediately the students begin taking
?own nets, p~tting rackets in presses, placmg checkers m the boxes, and bringing all
equipment back to the equipment room. The
gym floor is swept with oil mops by several
pupils before the 1 :00 o'clock period begins.
Gradually the roar of voices fades out as
each student le·a ves the •g ym discussing how
"I'll get you in ping pong tomorrow," or
"That sure was a lucky ringer you threw,"
and all that remains is a feather from a badminton birdie, a forgotten coat, and a well
worn gym which provided ·a n hour of well
planned and useful activity.
The students and teachers of College High
have experimented and have successfully
found a way to use the noon hour. There are
problems to be "ironed out" but these are
very small obstacles as compared to the ones
that confronted the school officials before
they discovered and set up the noon hour
activity period.
Editor's Note: Bill Cook and Don McGuire are student
teachers at Western Training School, Bowling Green.
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:From the Commissione~z's Office
By-Law 21
School administrators and coaches should
check their schedules carefully and see to it
that their teams are not playing more than
the number of basketball games allowed under the provisions of K. H. S. A. A. By-Law
21. Many Kentucky teams take part in county, conference and invitational tournaments.
In only one of these tournaments may the
games played by a team representing a member school count as only one game. If a team
plays in more than one tournament, the tournament in which the most games are played
by a team may be the one counted as the one
game mentioned in the By-Law.
Allotment of State Tournament Tickets
Followers of teams winning the regional
basketball tournaments will have an opportunity to purchase State Tournament tickets
from their school principals under a ticket
allotment plan similar to the one which has
been in effect for the past several years.
Approximately 1700 sets of tickets, calling
for seats in the end ·a nd corner sections of
the Coliseum, will be saved for the supporters
of the regional winners. These tickets will be
allotted to the schools involved on the basis
of their enrollments, and the allotments will
be made only to the schools with teams competing in any particular session. Principals
of these schools will be advised concerning
their allotments early in the week of the
State Tournament.
Swimming Clinic
The State Swimming Committee plans to
conduct a clinic for coaches of swimming
teams, to be held on Satul'day, March 20, at
the University of Kentucky Coliseum pool.
The clinic will begin at 10 :00 A: M., and
will last an hour. Committee member Alfred
M. Reece has been asked to make arrangements for the meeting and serve as its chairman. He will be assisted by E. W. Craik and

M. J. Cavana.; who are also members of the
committee.
"Approved" and "Certified" Officials
Since the list of "Approved" and "Certified" officials appeared in the January iss ue
of the magazine, one additional official has
qualified for the "Approved" rating and
three for the "Certified." They are : Approved-Jimmy Coe; Certified~U. Lucian
Adams, Ja y Barlow, and Charlie Clift.
Protection Fund News
Three hundred twenty member schools of
the K.H.S.A.A. had insured the athletes with
the Protection Fund at the time this issue
of the magazine went to press. Four hundred
one claims, totaling $8,085.69, have been paid
since July 1.
News About Swimming
The K.H.S.A.A. State Swimming Committee met in Louisville on January 16 and made
certain recommendations to be acted upon
by the Boal'd of Control in the February
meeting.
The committee recommends that schools
sending participants to the 1954 State High
School Swimming Meet, which is to be held
at Lexington on Saturday, April 3, be grouped in three classifications. Class A will include those high schools with an enrollment
of 750 or more (grades 9-12) , Class B will
include those high schools with an enrollment between 300 and 750, and Class C will
be schools with an enrollment of less than
300. Any school may enter a class above its
classification. Any school entering a team in
the meet for the first time may enter the
class below its classification.
Meet preliminaries are scheduled to begin
at 9:00 A. M., with the finals at 1:0:0 P. M.
The method of entering teams in the meet
will be the same as in past years, with the
State Office supplying entry blanks to the
schools whose principals have indi•cated that
they will enter teams in the meet. The six
best contestants will be in the finals. Class
A, B, and C events will run consecutively.
The tentative order of events for Class A
is as follows: 50 Yard Freestyle, 100 Yard
Breaststroke, 200 Yard Freestyle, 100 Yard
Backstroke, 100 Yard Freestyle, Fancy Diving, 150 Yard Individual Medley, 150 Yard
Medley Relay, 200 Yard Freestyle Relay.
The events in Class B are: 50 Yard FreeStyle, 50 Y·a rd Breaststroke, 50 Yard Backstroke, 75 Yard Individual Medley, Fancy
Diving, 150 Yta rd Medley Relay, 200 Yard
Freestyle Relay.
Class C -events are: 50 Yard Freestyle, 50
Yard Breaststroke, 5'0' Yard Backstroke,
Fancy Diving, 150 Yard Medley Relay, 200
Yard Freestyle Relay.
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A school is limited to two entries in each
event and only one team in each relay. Individual contestants are limited to two swimming events including relaY's, but may enter
F ancy Diving as a third event.
Trophies will be awarded the winning
sehool and the runner-up in each class, and
medals will be presented to the winners of
the first three places in each event.
Points will be scor ed 7-5-4-3-2-1 for individual events, 12-9-7-5-3-1 for the medley
relays, and 14-10-8-6-4-2 for the freestyle
relays.
Class B and C Fancy Diving will consist
of three required dives: plain running front
dive, backward dive, and running front
somersault. Class A Fancy Diving will be
according to the Inter scholastic Division in
the N.C.A.A. 1954 Swimming Guide. There
will be one required dive, the backward jackknife, and five optional dives. These must be
selected to include at least one dive each
from four of the five groups listed in the
guide.
The Association will probably make the
same allowance to participants for transportation, lodging and meals as is given State
Track Meet participants, this allowance applying to not more than two participants in
each event. Expenses of the swimming coaeh
will be paid if the school has as many as four
entries in the State Meet.
1954 District Tournament Sites
(1) Fulton, (2) Tilghman, (3) Sedalia, (4)
Murray Training, (5) Livingston County,
(6) Fredonia, (7) Madisonville, (8) Hopkinsville, (9) Providence, (10) Holy Name, (11)
Sacramento, (12) Owensboro, (13) Flaherty,
(14) Caneyville, (15) Hartford, (16) Muhlenburg Central, (17) Bowling Green, (18)
Russellville, (19) Hiseville, (20) Edmonton,
(21) Campbellsville, (22) Memorial, (23)
Fort Knox, (24) Old Kentucky Home, (25)
Ahrens, (26) F ern Creek, (29) Oldham
County, (30) Shelbyville, (31) Pleas ureville,
(32) Owen County, (33) Florence. (34)
Simon Kenton , (35) Holmes, (36) Newport,
(37) Harrison County, (38) Falmouth, (39)
Maysville, (40) Paris, (41) Bridgeport, (42)
Versailles, (43) University, (44) Central,
(45) Junction City, (46) Brodhead, (47)
Somerset, (48) London, (49) Clay County,
(50) Corbin, (51) Bell County, (52) Harlan,
(53) Fleming-Neon, (54) Hazard, (55) Cordia, (56) Owsley County, (57) Dorton, (58)
Maytown, (59) Paintsville, (60) Ezel, (61)
Clark County, (62) Breckinridge Training,
(63) Olive Hill, (64) Raceland.
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(Lis t Compiled February 1)
I f a.ne telep hon e number is give n for a n official listed ,
it is the h o me phone unless otherwise desig nated. If two number s a r e given, the first number is that of the hom e phone.
Aike n, Bill , P ineville , 573- R
Ande rs on , E . W., Jr. , 902 South 7th , Mayfield, 192 7
Ba ll , D e nve r, 2317 Highlawn A ve nu e, A s hl a nd
Ba rk er, Walte r D. , Route 5, Moot·es Lane , Ports mo uth , Oh io
Ba rlow, Jay R ., P. 0 . Box 493, H a rlan
Bmoks , William H ., R.F.D. 1, Barlow
Cartwrig ht, W . G., Jr., 218 Scott St.·eet , Metl"Opo lis , Illinois,
7813, 2122
Cas h, Randall E ., 209 N. Ma in , Eliza bethtown , 3482 , 4114
C lift, Cha rl ie, Troy, T e nn essee
Cook, E. C. "Bunt", 208 Highla nd Ave nu e, Georgetown
Cox, ,William :1., Oak Street, Pinevill e, 573M, 371
Curre nt, E llis Ray, 670 Springridge, L exingto n , 2-0382, 3-4660
Evitts , Joe , 317 N. Fou rth St., Central City, 750-M
Florence, R obert H ., 3139 K e ntucky Ave nu e , Paducah, 5-79 10
Fraze r, Thomas Roe, 212 E . Belle vi ll e, Marion, 20, 21
Fritts, J a m es W., 307 W. High , Mt. Ste rli n~r
Goebel, Bill , Jr. , Box 190, Prestons burg, 703 1, 2169
Grone, F•·eddy Fields , 112 5 Win Ave nu e, A s hl a nd, 1089
Holley, Uriah , Jr., J ef fersonville, 97W 3
Humphrey, ,Tames C. , 2205 Clark , Paducah , 2-8671
Humphrey , Luin, 2 900 Goodma n Street, Padu cah , 2-8671
lle r, W . Gordon , 1811 M cCreary Ave nu e, Owe ns boro, 34679 ;
324 31, Ext. 264.
·
James, William V. , Scott Street , L exington, 29006
Kitch e n, Chris , 1653 Johnso n A ve nu e, A s hland, Park 1178
Kee ne, Ma rcum, Feds Cree k
McAllister, Jack, 1852 Clarion , Cinci n nati, Oh io, ME 8010,
CH 8100, Line 207
May, E li j a h B., Jr., Box 185, Prestons burg
Mille r, Fred W ., Apt. 188 B, Pritchard P lace, Fort ~n o x,
8150 (Bus. No. )
Miracle, Ed, S ulli van H all , Ri chm ond, 9106
N elson , Willia m A. , R.F.D. 1, Gree nvi ll e
Pars ley , Cly de, 11 3 Cemetery, P •·oviden ce, 2524, 2400
Roby, ,Joseph L., 205 W. Ste phe n Fost e r , B a rd st o wn, 3455
S a llee, Charles M., P. 0. Box 57 , Evans vi lle, 31179 (Bus . No.)
Schell h ase, David, 1630 W ed ek ing , Evans ville , Indiana
Simpson , Willis Brown , 208 W. Main , Provide nce, 2918, 2411
Stahl, L. Rich a rd, 109 No. Bayly, Louis v ille , TA 8840, CY 5531
Ste w a rt, T . H erbert, Oak Str eet , L oth a ir, Oa h. 320
Su lli va n , Don, 1114 E . F ifth Street , Metro polis , Illinois ,
7353, 2188
T a ckett Ches t e t·, Martin , 34 59
True, Charlie, E . K. S. C., P . 0. Box 829, Ri chm ond, 9106
W eHman, B ill , 273 3 Carte r Ave nu e, A s hland
W esc h e, James, 427 Queen s way, L e xington , 4- 4413
Willoughby, James T., 919 L o rin e L a ne , Paduca h, 3- 4067;
2-4311, Ext. 55
Winsche r , F r ed , 266 Vet Vi llage , Richmond
Woodwai"Cl , Durwood, P in e Street, Nortonville , 3200

Board Election
The terms of Board of Control members
for Sections 3 and 4 expire on June 30. Two
men have been nominated for membership
on the Board by principals of Section 3. They
are Principal John Crowdus of the Franklin
Junior High School a nd Supt. Kenneth B.
Sidwell of the Caverna S chools. In Section 4,
two men ha ve also been nominated. They are
Principal Jack Dawson of the East ern High
School and Supt. Milton 0. Traylor of the
Gallatin County Schools. Principals in the
sections involved will be mailed ballots prior
to F ebruary 15. These ballots s hould be returned on or before March 1.
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Synopsis of Major Activities of The 1954 National
Federation Football Committee
(Meeting held in Atlanta, Georgia, January 8-9-, 1954)
CHECK-UP ON 1953 CODE: 20,000 football questionnaires were distributed and approximately 4700 were returned and tabulated. The complete minutes contain a summary of the vote on each of the listed items.
The questionnaire returns show a high degree of satisfaction with the changes which
were authorized for the season of 1953. It
shows that approximately 97 % favor the
free substitution rule as used in 1953. The
expression of sentiment concerning the use
of the smooth plastic face guard indicates
that approximately 86 % are of the opinion
that ~such face guards offer some advantages
and no detrimental effects. The present fair
catch rules were approved by a percentage
great enough to lead the special fair catch
committee to recommend that no change be
made for at least another year. The use of
the tan ball with white stripes for both day
and night games was approved by about 95 % .
The only objection which was raised was that
reddish-tan jerseys or jerseys with sleeves
having white stripes about the same distance
apart as those on the ball cause some confusion.
Reports from VERMONT and from the
city high schools in BUFFALO and CHICAGO indicated a high degree of satisfaction with the National Federation Code which
was used in those areas for the first time
during the season of 1953. Rhode Island has
officially adopted the Federation Code for
use in 1954. W. A. Macomber reported on
progress due to use of the code in the New
England area.
COMMITTEE REPORTS: During the 1953
season, data concerning various phases of
the game were collected. These were included
in reports made by each of the standing committees. A summary of all statistics was
available for use by Committee members in
their deliberations. A more detailed report is
in the complete minutes which will follow
this synopsis.
Authorized Rules Revisions
1-3-1: Last paragraph will be revised to
permit any team to use a properly constructed rubber-covered football in any down in
which that team puts the ball in play, provided their choice is made at the start of
the half. A properly constructed rubbercovered football is interpreted to mean a ball
which has been properly tested and sanction-

ed through the ,c ustomary testing and sanetion machinery.
1-3-3: This article will be ~slightly revised
to make it clear that the yardage chain outfit should be constructed in such a way that
it is 10 yards from the middle of one stake
to the middle of the other stake so that when
a measurement is made, the rear stake will
be placed with the outside edge at the spot of
the forward point of the ball when the series
begins so that if any part of the front stake
overlaps the ball at the time of measurement,
it will result in the awarding of a new series.
1-5-3: This article will be revised to make
it clear that the smooth plastk face guard is
legal and the item concerning shoe cleats
will be slightly revised to permit use of a
conical cleat which has a rounded end provided the construction is such that the arc
has a diameter of not less than 7/ 16 inch.
Also, groups will be UI'ged to make wider use
of shoes which have the cleats molded in
the sole. This action followed reports that
the traditional type of shoe cleat causes considerable tearing of equipment and injuries
to hands and feet. It was pointed out that
the molded type of cleat and a shorter conical
cleat may be perfected to the point where it
gives a sufficient amount of traction without
the hazards which are produced by the use
of the longer and sharper cleat. Many football officials have found that the molded
rubber cleat is more comfortable and provides a sufficient amount of traction under
nearly all conditions.
1-5-3-f: This item or a related play situation in the Case Book will mention reddish
tan jerseys (ball color) and sleeves with
white striping similar to those on the ball,
as being illegal equipment.
2-13-1: A slight revision will be made in
the definition of a short free-kick for purposes of complete coverage. The present
definition might imply that it is a short kick
when it is beyond R's line when touched first
by K .
3-3-3: The last sentence will be slightly
revised to provide that unsportsmanlike
fouls by either the Offense or the Defense
at the end of the first half, may be penalized
on the second half kick-off.
3-3-4: Item c will be omitted so that no
foul by the Offense will permit the extension
of a period.
3-5-1: This willl include a reference to
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3-6-3 which gives the Referee authority to
start or stop the clock to prevent obvious
abuse of the timing rule. Also, Article 2 will
be omitted so that if the clock has been
stopped, it will always be started with the
snap or the free-kick unless affected by the
abuse clause in 3-6-3. The play under 3-5-4
is no longer needed under the simplified
rule.
5-3-2: The last sentence of last paragraph
may be revised to provide for the setting of
the rear stake so its outside edge will mark
the forward point of the ball.
6-1-6 and 6-2-7: The's e mav be slightly
revised to make it clear that if a kick is at
rest in the Kicker's end zone with no player
willing to touch it so the Referee must kill
it with the whistle, the resulting safety prevents the ball being awarded to R.
6-2-4 : The second paragraph or a play
ruling will make it clear that if R commits
a foul after first touching by K, the first
touching is ignored if penalty for the foul
is accepted.
6-4-5: The Editorial Committee was authorized to determine whether it is desirable
to give the receivers the right to dedine both
the penalty and the awarded fair catch.
7-1-2: The Committee authorized an interpretation which permits the calling of a
false start in certain cases where A's charge
into the neutral zone causes B to encroach.
7-2-4 : This article will be expanded to
prescribe that after t,h e ball is ready-forplay and before it is snapped, each player of
A must be momentarily in a position not
more than about 15 yards from the spot of
the snap before he may move to a wider
position. This change is designed to prohibit questionable hide-out plays in which a
player feigns an injury or for anv other
reason remains in a position at considerable
distance from the ball in order to hide out
from the opponent.
8-2-2: By an expansion of this article or
by inclusion in a play ruling, it will be made
dear that if a backward pass or fumble by
A is at rest in B's end zone and is blown dead
when all players refuse to touch it, it is a
touchdown.
8-4-1-c: This will be studied to determine
whether it is necessary to prescribe when the
ball becomes dead on an attempted field goal.
Also, it will be made dear that a field goal
can be scored only at the opponent's goal.
9-1-Penalty: Penalty for any type of holding or illegal use of hands by either Offense
or Defense will be 15 yards. Also. the Football Manual Committee was authorized to
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show one signal for this infraction, regardless of whether it is by the Offense or Defense. The usual pradke of pointing to the
offending team will be sufficient to indicate
whether it is offensive holding or defensive
holding.
9-4-1: Last sentence will be revised to
omit the "inadvertent" act.
9-6-1-c: This item will be expanded to require that a replaced player must, after
leaving the field, move toward his bench.
10-3-1-a: This item may be slightly expanded to make it clear that the run which
is mentioned is one in which the runner is
behind the line.
10-5-2: The Editors were authorized to expand this article to cover the situations in
which a touchdown results from the unusual
case where the ball is left in the end zone
of the Defense after enforcement of a penalty
for a foul by the Defense.
GENERAL: Present interpretations for
several situations were confirmed. These include the following:
After the snapper has placed a hand on
the ball, any movement of his foot may be
considered a false start. He may not move his
foot simultaneously with the first movement
of the ball in order to provide more power
for his snap. If a foot is moved, it must be
after the ball has left his hand.
Whether R may legally contact a kicker
is partially determined by whether his movement is toward the spot from which the ball
will be kicked or whether it is directly toward the kicker. If the defensive player centers his attention on the ball and moves toward the ball, he is entitled to considerable
freedom of movement even if the kick goes
between his outstretched hands provided he
makes reasonable effort to avoid contact.
Certain proposals were considered to have
merit even though no immediate adoption
was thought desirable. Among those which
were assigned to one of the Standing Committees for further research were the following:
(1) If a time-out is requested or is dedared by an Official for a player who appears
to be injured, such player should be removed
for at least one down. Groups in CALIFORNIA and LOULSIANA volunteered to e:leperiment with tMs proposal.
(2) Several groups will experiment with
methods of eliminating any tendency for a
player to feign an injury. The possibilities
which were discussed include the following.
Since there are at least four customary ways
(Continued on Pag e Ten)
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The Flying Dutchman
Let's talk some about basketball officials
and what it takes to make an official "click"
with players, coaches and fans. T·h e officials
of the K.H.S.A.A. hold an enviable reputation throu~ghout the nation for efficiency,
and new arbiters coming on have a right to
know the "Inside" concerning what to do
to improve themselves.
The Dutchman is going to use an example
in the person of Vic Brizendine, past president of the Falls Cities Officials Association,
who is personnel director for the American
Tobacco Company. In his professional
capacity he appreciates that public relations
are important when working with crowds
and fellow officials.
The first time your Dutch reporter watched Vic work a game at Valley five years ago
he noticed that beside Vic's mechanical
ability to officiate he carried his procedure
further, injecting his own personality into
his work. A kid was hurt on the floor. Vic
was .genuinely concerned. The boy recognized that in this whistler he had a personal
friend interested in his welfare.
We noticed his friendly determination in
his calls. He wasn't a "Little Napoleon" but
everybody knew he wasn't kidding when a
decision was made. When the game was
over Vic "beat it" for the dressing room, not
waiting for slaps on the back from the winners which also could result in some punches
in the nose from the losers. He had done his
duty and owed nobody any more of his time.
Vic, a certified official, reached the top
because of those extra things which an official must do to be more than just one of
the boys. He is always at his games well
ahead of time, relieving the coach's mind of
anxiety over a possible confused date. He
goes out of his way to be helpful to everybody. The guy re·ally enjoys life most while
he is on the basketball floor.
From the Dutchman to you new fellows
with whistles comes this advice. You have
to do more than work a good ball game. You
must like the people who "nag" you the most,
forgive the coach who in the heat of combat
said something h e regretted the instant he
said it, and you've .got to have real personal
interest in the "Round Ball Kids" you work
for.
Let me use Vic again. Four years ago
when the Commissioner asked the Dutchman to organize the first School for Baskethal Officials, a phone call came from Brizendine saying he would help. He set up m eet-

Vic Brizendine

ing places, provided scorers and timers,
helped line up teams to play experimental
games and placed every facility of the Falls
Cities Basketball Association at the K.H.S.
A.A.'·s disposal. He didn't have to do it. He
was simply doing another of those extra
personal things.
This was injecting personality into officiating. He had nothing to gain but a lot
of hard work, and th e joy of helping something good develop for his favorite sport.
That's the big lesson Vic passed on to new
officials. Don't demand pay for everything
done, but rather be ready to serve for the
good of everybody. Give a couple of games
for Polio benefit each year. You'll be glad
you did if a member of your family is stricken later on. That happened to the Dutchman.
You've gotta give more than you take.
Your Dutch reporter has used a lot of
space to emphasize to old and new officials
alike that Vic Brizendine is the winner of
the Corn Cob Pipe of Honor this month for
those little lessons we see him pass on which
are bound to be of value in the improvement
of officiating over Kentucky.
The last day of March is the deadline to
·g et your nominations of Game Guys to the
Dutchman. The names of twelve new young
men overcoming handicaps to enga•g e in
sports have been sent in this year. We should
have that many more to consider for the
Game Guy Plaque which is awarded at the
big K.H.S.A.A. dinner during K.E.A. What
youngster are you interested in?
Keep in mind th e Flying Dutchman pro-

:!
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jects aimed at unselfish servirce : (1) Cob
Pipes of Honor to those people doing something for somebody else, (2) Abou Ben Adhem awards to communities or groups distinguishing themselves by good neighbor actions, (3) Lionheart lapel buttons and the
Game Guy Plaque to those handicapped
young men and women who overcome their
misfortunes to play normally like others.
Help the Dutchman to make these projects
reach out as far as possible.

Looking A head to the To urnamen ts
By Pearl Combs

I like to look
ahead to the tournaments.
I have a I w a y s
taken the view that
the tournament provides the highli·g ht
of the basketball
season, and that
the success of a particular season can
depend to a great
degree on the peak
a team can re·a ch
at tournament time.
Therefore, it could
probably be said that I begin preparing for
the tournament with the very first game of
· the season. Throughout the season's games
and during practice sessions one of the
thoughts uppermost in my mind is: How
can this team develop into one that can
make a respectal: le showing in the tournament?
This means, of ·course, that the boys who
I think can be the most help by tournament
time get to play in the most games. If a boy
becomes too old to play before tournament
time, he is not plaved any during the season.
In getting ready for the tournament I
like very much for the team to come along
slowly, showing gradual improvement, even
though they might be losing a few games.
Sometimes more valuable lessons are learned
in defeat than in winning. Losing is not the
end of the world. We trv to schedule the
strongest teams of our region and of adjoining regions for obvious reasons. We can
learn from them all, and we are pointing toward tournament time.
Realizing that a team cannot be "up" for
one game after another, we rarely will point
to a game in an effort to key up the team.
As a matter of faret, I never try to key my
boys for a tournament. We talk strategy
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that we might use to beat a certain team,
but we try to make it business-like, calm,
and to the point. A boy who has to be keyed
up at tournament time is not a good natural
competitor, bec11 u ~e th e tournament itself
is a keying-up factor . A boy who lacks the
competitive spirit and desire to win has to
be a boy of unus ual ability to make the team
in the ·f irst place. or else the coach is desperately lacking in material.
One of the chief factors in preparing for
the highlight of the season is that of developing relaxed, confident players. In an
effort to instill confidence in boys, I try never
to reprimand them for misplays. You'll
seldom find a player who is not doing his
best under the rcircumstances. He won't deliberately make bad plays; and practically
every time a boy makes a bad olay, he knows
it as soon as the coach does, so fussing at him
will only tend to embarrass and fru strate
him.
During the course of the season it becomes
apparent whirch bovs have plenty of energy
for practice and for •games, and which do
not. Those who do not have sufficient energy
are given special attention. I try to find out
if a boy lacking in staminq has had enough
to eat, or if he h as been getting the sleep he
should. I see to it that a bov who plays under
me will not go hungry. And the boy who gets
too little sleep and rest doesn't ordinarily
have to be advised more than once. A boy
can't take the grind of practice :md of game
play without being in good physical condition.
I have been convinced for many years
that boys can be played to death. Too many
games and too many invibtional or midseason tournaments can sap the energies of
the strongest and best-fed bovs. For that
reason I try to keep my schedule to around
twenty games.
When it comes right down to game play
in season or in the tournament. the boys
have it largely on their shoulders. They have
to score the baskets, s:.uard the opponents,
and scra:p after rebounds. They have to have
the self reliance ::tnd initiative to make and
take advantage of the breaks of the games,
if the team is to have much success. I believe a bunch of bovs can be over-coached
and lose a lot of their individual and team
initiative.
Although there are many successful
coaches of the fire-ball tvne. who leap up
yelling and fuming at officials' decisions,
appearing to be angry at everyone, even
their own players, an incident that happened
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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Basketball Tournament Diet
By Jack Story

I should like to
offer a few simple
suggestions which
may serve as a
guide in selecting an
adequate diet for
pre-tournament and
tournament meals.
Pre-tournament diet
is the same as the
regular season diet
unless the athlete
s h o w s s i g n s of
staleness,
listlessne!'s. change of disposition, or marked
change in weight.
In case any of these sym ptoms appear, the
athlete should be .given again the early season lecture on diet and trllinin~ with emphasis upon the following high points: (1)
A good breakfast, the largest meal of the
day, eaten slowly; (2) two otl-J.er meals eaten
regularly; (3) care not to take excess liquid
with meals to the point of "washing down"
the food.
The adage, "A hungry dog hunts best,"
applies to •a thletes. It is better for the athlete
to leave the table slightly hungrv. The wellbalanced diet •consists of the following:
1. Energy giving foods (carbohydrates)
-sugar, such as dextrose; potatoes; bread,
etc.
2. Body builders (protein) -cereals; eggs;
lean meat; peas, beans _; milk; cheese, etc.
3. Foods to give pro'Per body eliminationfruits; fresh vegetables, etc.
4. Vitamins and minerals-a well balanced
diet will assure the •a thlete of getting all the
vitamins and minerals he needs.
An interview between coach and athlete
may result in the coach's sending the athlete
to the team physician, who alone should take
the responsibility of prescribing specific vitamins. There are certain factors which the
coach must keep in mind in considering the
possibility that some of his plavers are not
obtaining necessary vitamins. Chief among
these factors are the high cost of many
vitamin-rich foods; the lack of knowledge on
the part of pupils and parents as to what
constitutes a well-balanced diet; certain firmly established poor food habits urevalent
among the population; the rather wide range
of individual, family, ethnirc, racial , and
regional tastes in food; and the particular

psychological aspects of each boy's living.
The coach must recognize also the possibility of subnormal digestion, absorption, and
utilization of foods because of minor gastrointestinal defects, th e eontinued use of laxatives (especially mineral oil), and the repeated ingestion of antacids.
The reduced availability of vitamins in
certain foods may be due to their chemical
nature-i.e. , in a form not readily used by
the body, or to variances in the quality of
soil in which foods are grown. Adherence to
a well-balanced diet is the best insurance
against either borderline or frank vitamin
deficiency among high school athletes, but
in certain unusual individual or environmental situations, there may be justification
for supplementing the regular diet with
vitamin concentrates. While B-complex vitamins may be taken in eXJCessive amounts
without •g reat harm to the body, certain other
vitamins may be definitely injurious if
large amounts are taken. B-complex vitamins
have more to do with the athlete's performance than any other. Therefore, it is probably a wise coach who provides these in the
pre-tournament diet, always with the reminder that all vitamin supplements should
be prescribed by a physician.
Assuming the time of playing to be at
8:00 p.m .., tournament meals will re classified as breakfast, lunch, pre~game, and aftergame. Breakfast should be the largest meal
:md contain more proteins than other meals.
A suggested breakfast would include two
eggs, bacon or ham, ·Cereal, milk, toast, butter,
and orange juice. A lunch might consist of
one glass of milk, potatoes, beans. or beef, a
green vegetable, a salad of 'g reen leafy vegetables, hot rolls, butter, fruit cun. and ice
cream. A pre-game meal should be light. easy
and fast to digest, and high in carhohydrates.
Taken three hours before game time, such a
meal might include tea with sugar or a large
glass of orange juice, one medium baked potato, salt and butter, two slices of toast with
honey, a broiled four-ounce steak. and a
fruit cup. The after-game meal should be
high in orotein, carbohydrates, salt, and
liquids. all in quantities large enough to replace those used during the ball g-ame. At
10:30 p.m. such a meal might include a small
steak, potatoes, salad, milk or milk shake,
two salt tablets, and dessert.
In ·conclusion. I would list the following
general s uggestions:
1. Do not force athletes to eat when they
are not hungry.
2. Do not force athletes to eat foods they
do not like.
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3. Do not ask athletes to eat foods to
which they are unaccustomed.
4. Emphasize the importance of thorough
mastication of food.
·
5. Give the nervous athlete quickly digestible carbohydrates.
6. Do not permit over-eating or the eating of pastries and greasy foods.
7. Keep a close watch upon the athlete's
frame of mind at mealtime-keep him hapPY and in good humor.
8. Avoid between-meal eating and drinking. Oranges and raisins may be used to
take the place of between-meal snacks.
9. Between halves of games boys may be
given an orange and a bar of milk chocolate
or some dextrose tablets.
10. Solicit the help of your school dietitian,
home economics teachers, and team physician.
Edtior's Note: Jack Story, basketball coach at Mayfield
High School, was for many years principal and coach at the
Cuba High School. He took his Cuba team to the State
Tournament in 1951 and 1952, noinq to the finals the first
year and winning the championship the second.

Officiating----Then and Now
By Dick Looney

,..,

Fifteen years ago
the business of officiating basketball
games wa:s considerably slower than today, slower in pace
as well as pay.
Teams did not run
up scores in the
eighties and nineties. No team sent
all five men in on
offense. The coaches
would not think of
throwing on an allcourt press helterskelter all over the floor. We, officials
of fifteen years ago, did not realize "we had
it so good." Wouldn't it be nice to stand for
four or five minutes while one team stood in
a deep freeze in the back court and the other
waited back on defense? Those days are gone
forever. Basketball has steadily improved and
officials have improved with the game.
Fifteen years ago the small courts hampered officials. It was tough to try to keep ten
big boys from running over each other, when
there wasn't really room for them to walk.
Today most of our gyms are large with plenty
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of room to work down the sidelines and
across the ends. It is also very nice to have
that crowd back up in the stands instead of
breathing down the back of your neck.
The pay of officials fifteen years ago was
not enough to cause any man to go into a
higher income tax bracket. The opinion of
most coaches then was that practically anyone that had played the game could call one.
So, why pay an official over two to five dollars? A few coaches still have this opinion.
Today it is pretty generally recognized that
basketball officiating requires more than a
whistle and a former player. Officiating today requires a thorough knowledge of rules,
courage, physical condition, psychology, tact,
stubbornness, and a love of the game. The
above characteristics cost money. The present day official is well paid ·a nd deserves it.
Fifteen years ago your basketball ·official
did not drive up to the gym in a "fish-tail
ei•g ht." He arrived by train, bus, or flivver.
The roads were not all paved and often
muddy. Today we are used to going half-way
across the state to work a game.
The fan of fifteen years ago was quite a
problem (We still have some left). His knowledge of the rules was quite limited, to say
the least. He didn't trust anyone, least of
all a guy with a striped shirt. He didn't
under·s tand all that was going on and didn't
believe anyone else did either. He was quick
to tell you your faults, the quirks in your
personality, and the mistakes of your ancestors. Today we have a few of the old
"die-hards" left. Our present fan has a better
knowledge of the rules, playing technique,
and officiating. The rules changes are given
more publicity, allowing the average fan a
chance to keep up with the game. He has
come to recognize that the basketball official is a man who has studied the rules
over a period of years. Officials get more
respect from our present fans because they
demand it. Fans have improved along with
the game and the officials.
Coaches, present day variety, are an improvement over the fifteen year ago model.
The present coach knows what this game is
all about. He consequently spends his time
counseling his team and less calling the game.
Sure, we will have a few combination coachreferees left in the country. They are fast
becoming obsolete. This modern game of
basketball is so fast and requires so much
know-how that the successful coach today
i·s content to leave the officiating alone while
he tries to keep that other team from beating his brains out. Most coaches and school
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officials today are considerate of basketball
officials. They show this in many ways, such
as: towels, private shower, after-game
snack, starting game on time, and many other ways. In the old days when a game scheduled for eight o'clock started at nine-thirty,
that wasn't funny to the official. It meant
away-from-home time was increased one hour
and a half. Every year more school officials are showing improvement by starting
promptly. I once worked a game between two
schools les's than fifteen miles apart that
started one hour and fifteen minutes late.
No reason was offered except that the visiting team was late. The visitors had no excuse to offer. We have no more similar incidents in today's basketball.
Officials have helped in the general improvement of the opinion of officials held by
coaches, fans, players, school officials, and
the public. Present day officials dress and
act like professionals who have a job to do.
You hear of a few isolated cases of "showoff" referees who are not helping with the
-general improvement. Thank Heaven they
are few! The modern official dresses neatly
in his black and white striped shirt and dark
pants. This is a far cry from what we used
to see. Some of the officials of fifteen years
ago used T-shirts, blue jeans, overalls, etc.
Neatness and uniformity demand and get
greater respect. It is my opinion that the uniform dress for officials will not improve
much beyond our present uniform. I say this
after watching Ed McNabb and Ben Edelen
work in shorts in last summer's all star game.
After that, shorts are doomed! ! !
It is my opinion that one of the greatest
contributing factors to the improvement of
officiating today is the annual school for officials conducted by Charlie Vettiner. This
school, supported wholeheartedly by the
Commissioner and the Board of Control, has
done a lot to cause uniformity in officiating
over the state. The idea of this school, in
bringing in a representative from each region
and sending him ba·ck to conduct a series of
clinics. has done wonders to improve officiating. The system of classification of officials
into registered, approved, and certified has
caused officials to try to improve their rating. Present day officials take pride in doing a good job.
The support given officials by the Kentucky High School Athletic Association ByLaws, the Commissioner, and the Board of
Control have h elped the officials to become
more respected by everyone. We still have
some evils left but these are being eliminated.

In summing up this article, officiating today is far ahead of fifteen years ago. Officials will continue to improve along with
the game. Remember, officials don't make
the rules, they just call by them.
Editors Note: Dick Looney is the rec:oional basketball
representative for his area. He has been a registered official
with the K.H.S .A.A. since 1938, and is in his sixth vear of
certification.
·

FOOTBALL COMMITTEE
(Continued from Page Five)

for a team to ·g et the clock stopped when they
de~lire to conserve time near the end of a
half, it was suggested that the game would
be little, if any, longer under a modification
which would have the clock stopped automatically at the end of each down during
the last minute or two minutes of each half.
Another possibility is the proposal that
whenever an excess time-out is requested,
the other team be given the choice of having
the clock started when the ball is ready or
when it is snapped or free kicked.
(3) By mutual agreement of a conference
or larger group, only cleats which are molded in the sole of the shoe will be used. Such
shoes are now .s pecified for six-man football.
(4) After a s'core, give the team which is
behind in the score the same choice as is
provided for the kick-off at the beginning
of the half.
F 0 0 TBALL
OFFICIATING PROCEDURES: In response to a ~equest by the
Football Official's Manual Committee. action was taken on several items inch.iding
the following. A majority voted in favor of
having the touchdown signal given immediately by any Official who is in a good
position to observe whether the ball has
crossed the goal line. The statement in the
Manual concerninQ notification about the
number of time-outs will be changed to indicate that such notifkation should be given
when the 4th time-out (rather than the 3rd)
has been granted. Minor corrections in Part
III of the Manual will l:;e made for the new
edition.
Plans were made for wide use of the new
football picture "Better Football" and for a
set of slides or film strips to supplement the
picture.
Several suggestions for minor editorial
changes were referred to the EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE with authority to act.
FOR SIX-MAN FOOTBALL AND EIGHTMAN FOOTBALL:
The Interim 6-Man Football Committee
confined its activity to a discussion of experimental activity and to authorization of
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changes which will keep the 6-man code in
harmony with the 11-man code. Conferences
or statewide groups are urged to continue
to experiment with a provision which permits a "hand-off" as a substitute for the
clear pass. There was a discussion of the
proposal to revise the rule which specifies
that a pass which does not cross the line is
treated as a backward pass. Since this is
closely related to the clear pass rule and
would involve fundamental changes, it was
felt that no change should be made until
such time as there might be changes in the
clear pass rule.
For 8-man football., it was voted to give
a more prominent heading to the item on
page 78 of the 11-man rulesbook and to indicate that quarters in the 8-man game may
be 12 minutes in length (instead of 10) provided both teams agree.

LOOKING AHEAD TO THE TOURNAMENTS
(·Continued from Page Swen)

to me in 1938 convinced me that nothing can
unnerve a high school team as much when
the chips are down as having their coach
act as though they're being robbed. It was
the f~nal game of the regional tournament.
We were ahead by one or two points late in
the game. One of the officials made a can
that I dis•a greed with; and before I knew
what I was doing, I was out on the floor. A
technical foul was caiied. The other team
scored the free throw, got the ball out of
bounds, scored a basket, and went ahead.
One of our best plavers had several wideopen shots in the last couple of minutes, but
couldn't make any of them. We lost by two
points, and I knew my actions had caused us
to lose.
Finally, in looking ahead to the tournaments (I like to make it plural) a coach
needs to guard against taking Litratings
too seriously, or having the team over-publicized by newspapers, or victimized by the
excessive adulation of weB-meaning hometown fans.
The best laid plans often do not materialize. But as I s·a id in the beginning, I like to
look ahead to the tournaments.
Editor's Note: Pearl Combs, basketball coach at the
Hindman High School, has taken his team to the State Tournament six times in the past fifteen years. His boys won the
championship in 1943.
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All-Conference Team of the W.K.A.C.
OFFENSIVE TEAM
Ends : Johnson, Owensbor o; Lawson, Hopkinsville.
Tackles: Rus sell, Tilghman; Moore, Madisonville.
Guards: Lewis, Mayfield; Mason, Bowling Green.
Center : Belcher, Owensboro.
Backs: Charles, Murray; Craven s, Owensboro ·
Goins, Madis onvill e ; Johnson, Sturgis; Ladd, Prince~
ton.
DEFENSIVE TEAM
Ends: Johnson, Owens:boro; Lawson, Hopkinsville.
Tackles: "Russell, Tilghman; Darvis, H opkinsville.
Guards: Lewis, Mayfield, Traylor, Madis onville.
Center: Belcher, Owensboro.
Backs: Charles, Murray; Ladd, Princeton; Toon,
Fulton; Goins, Madisonvill e ; Cravens, Owensboro.

Here And There
C. E. FORSYTHE was recently honored at
a testimonial dinner in Michigan in recognition of his having reached his 25th year of
service as Director of the Michigan High
School Athletic Association. Just to keep
life interesting and to prove that he can take
it as well as administer it, the past season
has been a turbulent one in Michi•g an, due to
some legislative activity which affects the
State High School Association. Michigan is
fortunate in having had, during this recent
turbulent era, veteran officers with the ability to keep the Association ship of state with
the keel below waterline.
In the making of the film "King Basketball," one of the performers was ROBIN
FREEMAN of Hughes High School, Cincinnati, Ohio. In setting up the scenes, one of
the coaches was BRUCE DRAKE of Okl<ahoma University. In a recent game, Robin
scored twenty-five points for Ohio State to
help defeat Oklahoma University. In the
words of Amos 'n Andy, "That's gratilude
for you!"
BASKETBALL DEVELOPMENTS: Selection of the time and place for the meeting
of the National Basketbaii Committee poses
some problems:- In past years, the meeting
has been held at the same time and place as
the NCAA Final Basketball Tournament.
This year, the tournament will be at Kansas
City, Missouri, on Friday and Saturday,
March 19 and 2·0. Most of the state final
high school tournaments will be held on the
same weekend. From the standpoint of effficiency, the meeting of the NBC should
be scheduled after all of the state meetings
held in connection with the tournaments
have been completed.
Two movements in the honoring of
JAMES NAISMITH, the inventor of ·Basketbaii, have been announced. The first is the
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Bas ketball Hall of Fame project which is being promoted by the authorities at Springfield College (Massachusetts) and is being
sponsored by the National Basketball
Coaches Association. Contributions are being solicited for the erection of a building
to house historical material connected with
the game. Another project is one which is
being promoted by basketball men in Canada.
It involves the erection of a hospital at Almonte, Ontaria, Canada. the boyhood home
of Naismith. It is intended to make the hospital the center of certain health projects
connected with the game of baskeball.
In the 1953 WISCONSIN State Final Tournament, some of the games will be played
with a rubber-covered basketball. Statistics
from previous tournaments indicate that as
far as scoring and ball handling is concerned,
the players do not notice any difference.
BASEBALL PICTURES: Two excellent
baseball pictures will be distributed through
the State Hi·gh School Associations during
the winter and spring. One of these is the
film "MODERN BASEBALL" which is produced by the Official S·ports Film Service
and sponsored by the Wilson Sporting Goods
Company and General Mills, makers of
Wheaties. This picture was shown to a group
of several hundred Professional baseball
club owners at Atlanta, Georgia and met with
a high degree of approval. A similar reception has been accorded the oicture in the
high school groups where it has been shown.
The other film is "WORLD SERIES OF
1953." This film is produced as a combined
project of the American and National
Leagues. It shows the highlights of the most
recent world series. The National Federation
has distributed this film to member State
High School Associations which have machinery for circulation. This is a part of the
Joint Baseball Committee project which includes publication service, clinic activity and
visual aids.
At the recent meeting of Professional
Baseball group owners, it was voted to extend the present agreement which prohibits
the si•g ning of high school boys before graduation. At the same meeting, it was voted to
adopt a more restrictive try-out provision as
recommended by the high schools at the summer meeting of the National Federation.
This provides that no try-out activity will be
permitted for high school boys during the
school year unless participation by a given
player is approved by his high school principal. This applies provided the high school

principal is not an agent of some Professional
Baseball group. In the few systems in which
this condition might exist, other machinery
will be devised.
FROM ATLANTIC TO PACIFIC: At arecent meeting of the NEW HAMPSHIRE
Board of Control, it was voted to refuse to
sanction any post-season bowl football game.
Use of printed contracts for out-of-state
games is urged. -RHODE ISLAND has appointed John L. Burke of Bristol to represent the state on the National Federation
Football Committee. -PENNSYLVANIA
appointed Tony Senopole of Kittanning to
serve as an Official and as an advisor for
the new football picture which was made in
Arizona during November. -OHIO will hold
their state final basketball tournament in
Cleveland. Last year they started a rotating
schedule which took last year's tournament
from centrally located Columbus to a southern location at Cincinnati. -MINNESOTA
holds a high school state final hockey tournament which attracts large crowds. -KANSAS urges member schools to avoid making
undue appeals to local merchants and others
for donations or advertising appropriations.
-NEW ME1XICO has organized a statewide
Official's association with the administration
centered in the State High School Association office. -The OREGON School Activities
Association has issued a recommended scale
of fees for basketball officiating. It is $15.00
to $17.5() for schools with an enrollment over
500'; $12.50 to $15.00 for schools of 150 to
500 enrollment and $7.50 to $10.00 for
smaller schools.
TRACK ACTIVITIES : The measuring of
wind velocity is important in any meet where
a national record attempt is anticipated.
Wind measuring instruments are produced
by several makers of scientific instruments.
These range in price from about $30.00 for
a velometer which is produced by the ILLINOIS TESTING LABORATORIES, 420 N.
LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois, to $50.00
for an instrument with a wider range. The
Track Rules state that no national record
will be accepted if there is a tail-wind exceeding 4.735 m.p.h. (the Track Book gives
41f2 m.p.h. as an approximation). The Track
Records application certificates erroneously
specified 3 m.p.h. as the limit. These were
printed several years ago when the rules
specified 3 m.p.h This item should be changed
in the application certificates which are in
the files of each Association Office.

Attention Basketball Tournament Directors
Ill

WP. would like to take care of your order on trophies for your district or regional
tournament. We have these in stock, can s•hip the very ·d ay your order is received
properly engraved. All prices and in series of three for first, second and third place.
Try us on thi s ordler this year. You will definitely be ~atisfi e d.

OFFI·C IAL BASKETBALLS
The MacGregor Last-·Bilt No. X10L and the Spalding Last-Bilt No. 100 will be used
in the State Tournament again this year. Price $19 .85 each. We aLso have the Adolph
Rupp ball No. H200 at $19.85. W e have an introductory offer and a special price on a
King-O'Shea Basketball No. BR which is full gTained, pebble leather cover. Nonslip
fini sh. Nylon fabric carcass. Wide depressed seams. Official in every respect and fully
guaranteed. Only $14.95.

A'DMISSION TICKETS
Th ese come two thousand to the roll printed with admission price and numb ered. Available in several colors and several prices from 10c through $1.25 . Also blank or ADMIT
ONE tickets as well as Pass-Out Tickets. Per roll only $1.25.

FAIR PLAY ELECTRIC BASKETBALL SCOREBOARDS IN STOCK
Our No. FD-60 is $322.00 The Figurgram No. F1-SS is $422.00. Each complete with
controls and ten feet of cable. Extra cable 32c per foot. Both boards carry a twelve
months guarantee. A seiwice man is in this territory if any trouble should arise. We
have both models in stock and ·s hipment can be made the same day your order is
received.
P.S.: The Figurgram is the same type board as w e sold the University of Kentucky.

BASKETBALL ACCESSORIES
How about your official No-Whip nets, scorebooks, fi1•at-aid supplies, whistles, stopwatches, Eastman Kodak Timers, umpire horns, basketball posters, powdered resin,
extra heavy bath towel·s , shoe laces in several colors, wool sweat socks with thre e inch
contrasting colored tops, individual carry-all bags in colors and the famous All-Star
Basketball Shoe, either No. 9160 black ·Or No. 9162 Wlhite, in all sizes from five throug'h
fifteen.

BASKETBALL UNIFORMS AND WARMUP JACKETS
We can give you ten days' delivery so phone us for complete information or else our
representative will gladly call to see you without obligation.

HUNT'S AWARD SWEATERS AND JACKETS
Remember, we are state distributors for the O'Shea award sweaters, and you will be
pleased with Hunt's jackets, award blankets, awal'd sweaters, etc., complete with nice
quality chenille letters.

DON'T FORGET- Make Room 363 at the PHOENIX HOTEL your
headquarters during· the State Basketball Tournament.

HUNT'S ATHLETIC GOODS CO.
PHONE 104
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
"THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT EXCLUSIVE ATHLETIC HOUSE IN THE SOUTH"

WHILE IN LEXINGTON
FOR THE

State Basketball Tournament
Visit our Sample Rooms
46J and 462 Phoenix Hotel
Our special Sample Rooms at the Phoenix
Hotel are the happy meeting place and headquarters for players, coaches, fans, celebrities,
store, school and factory representatives. Make it
your headquarters, too.
Our traveling Kentucky school representatives,
Bob Reis, Harry Blackburn and Chuck Shuster will
be on hand. As will John Head, Sales Manager from
our Louisville office.
factory representatives will
be present to show complete
sample lines of famous, nationally-advertised lines of 1954
football and basketball
equipment.

WRITE FOR
SPRING CATALOG
If you have not received
your copy of the new
1954 Sutcliffe Catalog,
featuring Baseball,
Track, Softball, Tennis,
and other athletic equipment, advise us at once
by letter or post card.

